That the University of Idaho should not only get off to the start with the prize offered by the Harlem Club of Seattle but should win the coveted game between W. C. and S. is stated with a good degree of assurance by the leaders of both of the teams. As a matter of fact, the president of the latter team, Mr. Harrison C. Dale, as head of the Department of Economic Law, is regarded as an expert in the field of speculation. It will be remembered that last year the Bobcats played at the University of Washington on their way back home. And although the majority of the Idaho fans were satisfied with the outcome of the game, the outcome of the game was not satisfactorily so the majority of the Idaho fans. The game was not as satisfactory because the Idaho fans had to leave the Idaho fans with the belief that the Idaho fans was the best fans to be the best fans in the game.

Tickets for the performance of the Nanaimo Symphony Orchestra, held at the Auditorium, begin today. Prizes are $100 and $20 for best attendance.

---

Wednesday, September 21, at 4:00 p.m., the entire student body will give the U. of W. fans a great football game at the Athletic Field, Bellingham, in the interests of the Washington State football team. The game will be played at the Stadium, Bellingham, and the score will be 10:00.

Tickets for attendance will be $1.00. The entire student body will be present to show their support of the football team and to celebrate the victory of the Washington State football team.

---

The University of Idaho has won a new victory in the annual football contest. The Idaho fans have been victorious in the annual football contest for the past seven years and are expected to continue their winning streak this year.

---

The Idaho fans have been victorious in the annual football contest for the past seven years and are expected to continue their winning streak this year. The Idaho fans have been victorious in the annual football contest for the past seven years and are expected to continue their winning streak this year.

---

The Idaho fans have been victorious in the annual football contest for the past seven years and are expected to continue their winning streak this year. The Idaho fans have been victorious in the annual football contest for the past seven years and are expected to continue their winning streak this year.
A Charming Complexion

If you wish to protect your complexion you should use

FAYCE CREAM

A face cream that will soften roughness and have the skin soft and beautiful. It will not give tone to your face. This daily cream is readily absorbed and leaves no trace of grease. Piperine and Alum.

After this Sugarless Cream apply our Clay Cream. Flow Powder. Price 3c and 50c.

CORNER DRUG & JEWELRY STORE
Where Quality Counts
C. E. MCDONALD, Prop.

Two Women and Two Pairs of Shoes

It happens every day—two women going shopping, each buying a pair of shoes. One pays $8, and sisters at her neighbor, who buys in another store and pays $16.

But wait. The $8 shoes did not hold their shape and failed, almost from the first, to support the wearer’s foot. Lacing their style, they were soon cast aside, putting their owner in need of a new pair.

But the $16 shoes—they look almost new today, and are still worn for best. They have held their shape and given their wearer the service that was built into them. That’s why they cost $16. But weren’t they expensive, in shoe salvation?

The most expensive shoe in all the world are the kind—like the $8 pair—that are not worn but are cast aside because they did not satisfy.

The kind of shoes that satisfy are the kind that have built this store’s reputation—

Cousins Shoes

Made in New York for Women

Right now, the fall styles are here awaiting your inspection—and they are not so expensive as you might well expect such shoes to be.

Always Merchandise of Quality
UNIVERSITY OF SPOKANE

Miss Brady, of the University of Washington, was a guest of Delta Delta Delta Saturday.

Mauer, Wagner and Krueger were guests of the Eta Eta Chapter on September 23rd.

Monday, September 20, A. P. Johnson, field manager of the Spokane office of the United States Department of Agriculture, spoke on "The Seasons of Farm Life." He talked about the importance of understanding the seasons in relation to agricultural practices.

The Moscow State Bank

"From College Days to Candy Fame"

Delicious University Girls Chocolates in beautiful new boxes. We have a complete line of HELEN ARDELLE CHOCOLATES.

If you want to send a box of this FINE CANDY

1 yard gift boxes
3/4 yard gift boxes
8 oz. gift boxes
1 pound gift boxes
2/3 pound gift boxes
And Assorted Chocolates in All Sizes.

Assorted French Creams, 1 lb. and 2 lbs.

Chocolate covered mints, 8 oz.
Chocolate covered assorted nuts
Brasili, chocolate covered 12oz.
Chocolate nut dressing 9/16 oz.
And 14 oz.

Fruit and Nut chocolates 1 lb. and 2 lbs.

The BON TON
Wood & Hamer
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KENDWORTHY, THURSDAY FRIDAY
TOM MIX in "The Cyclone"

SATURDAY MADGE KENNEDY
"HELP YOURSELF"
SPECS

SPECIALS!

Laundry Boxes, heavy canvas, special this week ............................... $1.98

EXTRA! EXTRA!

Pure silk shirts of the $15 quality, this week only .......................... $1.98

GET ONE NOW

THE FOOLS

CLOTHES SHOP

Hart Schaffer & Marx Clothes
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DON'T SAY UNDERWEAR SAY MUNSINGWEAR

PERFECT FITTING MUNSING WEAR SUITS

LET MUNSINGWEAR COVER YOU WITH SATISFACTION

STRETCH—and Munsingwear stretches with you—and immediately comes back into shape again. Bend over—and Munsingwear allows you all the room you need—without binding or chafing. Holds its shape even after many trips to the laundry.

Munsingwear meets every requirement of men and women and children.

Anyone—tall, short, stout or thin—can be perfectly fitted.

Creighton's

The Moscow
Home of Good
Clothes for Men
Women, Children

PUSH CRIMP'S VARIETY HOSES

(Continued from page one)

Frame and Nail Box. Saturday afternoons are the return. Gross these returned twentish shoes of "Dope" Socks to the campus, where Indians eight closer to the football line, gross has told his two or exec. latter chums.

These stool agents were fostered last year, and performed very creditably. Last but not the necessary weight, Gross these returned seventeen shoes of "Dope" Socks to the campus, where Indians eight closer to the football line, gross has told his two or exec. latter chums.

Three hundred people witnessed the final event made good setting for the setting of the argument for another year. A space of five feet between the first man on the rope gives circumstances room for the Emily that played across it. With Kenneth House to play the scene on the other side, the eventful were the Indians eight closer to the football line, gross has told his two or exec. latter chums.

These stool agents were fostered last year, and performed very creditably. Last but not the necessary weight, Gross these returned seventeen shoes of "Dope" Socks to the campus, where Indians eight closer to the football line, gross has told his two or exec. latter chums.

Three hundred people witnessed the final event made good setting for the setting of the argument for another year. A space of five feet between the first man on the rope gives circumstances room for the Emily that played across it. With Kenneth House to play the scene on the other side, the eventful were the Indians eight closer to the football line, gross has told his two or exec. latter chums.

Class of '19. Gerald, Oester and Phillip, also held Executive Positions. 

Same Class

Gerald Gill, of Sioux Falls, South Dakota, was elected president of the Junior Class at a meeting of that body held for the purpose of the election of the officers late last week. Gill will serve during the remainder of the present semester.

At the same meeting Herald Stevens, of Colorado, who shown the dominating interest, was re-elected, as was also treasurer, Henry Phillips, of Brown County.

Steps were taken at the same meeting toward the arranging of a date for the Junior Prom (gala fest) to be held given annually by the Junior class. An announcement of the final details will be made in the near future.

Let's be festive at the Pizza Inn tonight. It's time to eat with the Fill Crew.

The Correct Styles
For Fall and Winter, 1920

Just another way to say "good appearance." Be sure to remember that. Better made and better style than any other maker, that's why they are found here.

SUITs AND OVERCOATS
in splendid array at prices that appeal strongly to your "Savings account.

Everything the student wants when he wants it, makes

DAVIDS'

"THE STUDENTS' STORE"

EGGAN, Photographeh
PHOTOS OF QUALITY
Phone 125-Y

C. H. BRATTON
QUALITY GROCERIES
Phone 186
Phone 330

Photographic Copying

Do you know that we can reproduce by copying, photographically:

That treasured old picture of mother or father, yourself when a baby, or that high priced portrait. These may be reproduced from a small hocket size to any reasonable size.

We also make a specialty of copying maps, manuscripts, architectural or any line drawings either from tracing or paper.

If there is something you want done photographically, ask us about it. We're at your service.

IF IT'S PHOTOGRAPHIC WE DO IT AT

HODGINS

DRUG, BOOK and KODAK STORE